
 

TagMaster North America has been serving the North and Latin American marketplace with advanced RFID 

solutions for a decade now and we are proud of where we have been able to take our customers as well as our 

organization. What better way to spend our 10th anniversary than at the International Parking Institute 

Conference and Expo in Nashville, TN, May 17-20; we are excited for the opportunities and partnerships that 

await! 

Ten years ago, TagMaster NA was getting started in a garage as a visionary solution provider. The vision was 

vast and the task infinite. Fast forward to the present, TagMaster North America has emerged as the leading 

provider of advanced RFID systems geared towards helping companies increase efficiency with remote vehicle 

identification for parking access and tracking capabilities. However, without the Swedish ingenuity of our 

partners, TagMaster AB, and their 20+ years of experience, TagMaster NA would not be able to provide such 

revolutionary and reliable systems. 

Established in 2006 in the heart of the Pacific Northwest, TagMaster North America has earned the trust of 

more than 120 distributors since inception. Continuous sales and technical support, reliable performance, 

convenience, seamless integration, next-generation technology and excellent customer care are just some of 

the distinctions of TagMaster NA. Discovering then implementing new and innovative, yet highly reliable 

solutions to Automatic Vehicle Identification systems has been the proven foundation on which TagMaster NA 

relies. 

Undoubtedly, we wouldn’t be celebrating our 10th anniversary without the trust and confidence of our valued 

customers and partners, as our success wouldn’t be as notable without them. Not only have these lasting 

partnerships enabled us to build and network the TagMaster North America brand, but have also pushed us to 

create and deliver solutions to problems and stringent requirements that otherwise wouldn’t have been evident. 

From solving common AVI challenges through software expansions, delivering customized solutions, 

improving hardware and supplying customer’s needs, no middle-man required, all under one roof, TagMaster 

North America has overcome the industry odds to leverage the TagMaster brand. 

Looking forward, TagMaster North America expects even further growth throughout the next 10 years. In 

addition to building and designing a topnotch expansion of our well-known Access Control Tracking System 

software, we expect additional product enhancements and releases, a growing workforce, aggregated 

business partnerships and the increasing ability to educate and provide even more customers with RFID AVI 

system solutions for many years to come. 

Here’s to the next 10 years! 


